
Inaloosiak's Dilemma - - -

Every Woman's Heritage

by Maryann Ayim

w^je. lnaloo8%ak, " he orled, "ao out
and get some scrub willow twias and
butld a f-ure. " Inaloosiak knew that
there was no reason to build a fire
stnae they dxdn't have any food to
oook but she was afraid of her husband,
so wtthout 8ay^ng a word she went out
to look for scrub willow. Her husband

in bed.

: y,,: ' o< .'C'ohb^ was walking across the tun-
^  willow twigs^ when all

/ I'len she looked in the direc

tion where the wind was blowing and
there she saw a big grizzly bear
charging at her. Inaloosiak was really
scared. She grabbed the bear around
the neck and held on and squeezed as
hard as she could. The bear struggled
and fought and clawed at her but
Inaloosiak held on. Just as she
thought she couldn^t hold on any longer
the bear stopped struggling and began
to relax. When it was limp^ Inalooszak
let go. The grizzly bear was dead.
Inaloosiak stared at the bear; she
couldn't believe she really had killed
it.

She was afraid that the bear would get
up again at any moment so she hurried
away and started home but she kept
looking back. The bear never moved.

Finally she couldn't see it any
longer but as she walked she kept
thinking about the bear. Had she
really killed it? She decided to go
back and have another look. When she
got back to the place where she
fought the bear^ sure enough^ it was
still there. The bear was dead. Then
Inaloosiak knew for sure that she had
killed it and she rushed home to tell
her husband.
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InaZoos'idk was alZ out of bi*eath when
she got baoh to oamp^ but she was so
sooj^ed of heiP husband that instead of
going into the tent she stood outside
and oatted to him. "Inanggao^ I got
a gr>izzly bear. Get up and go and
shin it. " But Inanggao just rolled
over in bed and never said a thing.
After a while Inaloosiak called '
again. ''Inanggao^ get up^ I hilled a
grn^zzly bear. Go and shin it.^*
Still her husband said nothing. Fin
ally Inaloosiak called really loudly.
Inanggao get up and go and shin the

gr-Lzzly bearl**

As soon as she said this she could
hear her husband getting up. He was

"If Inaloosiak

- -

InaT^os^ak -vs lyvng to me I'm qoina
to bv^t skull in and kill lev and
eat hen. when he finished dnessi^
he ccmre outside and as he walked lith
her he sayd over and over^ ' "if
loosxakvs te-Uiy me a lie I'm going
to break her head and eat her. "

Inaloosiak was really soared. What if
the grizzly bear wasn't there! But
when they got near the place she saw
that the bear was where she had left
itj, and she was so happy she stopped
walking. "Where is it?" Inanggao
demanded. Inaloosiak pointed to the
dead bear. Inanggao looked^ and svcre
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enough there was a bear! He oouldn*t
believe his eyes. "Inaloosiak must be
a magician!" he cried, and he hurried
over to look at the bear.

"Inaloosiak must be a witch, " he mur
mured to himself as he examined the
dead bear. And all the time he was
shinning the bear he kept saying ever
and over, "Inaloosiak must be a
magician, she must be a witch. "(D

Inaloosiak's plight is a full-fle<^9^d
logical dilemma(2)insofar as the two
conditions necessary to her well-heing
are mutually exclusive^ Inaloosiak
must lose either the battle with the
bear or the label "good woman/" and
either of these entails the loss of
her well-being. The impossibility of
her attaining a state of well-being is
thus guaranteed by logic.

I want to suggest in this paper that
Inaloosiak's dilemma is characteristic
of all women, at least, those iJ^ main
stream North American society. (3)
an illustration of this claim and as a
starting point for discussion, I will
describe a sex stereotype study con
ducted in 1968 by-the Worcester State
Hospital in Massachusetts.(4) The
purpose of this study was to determine
(a) whether the criteria of health,
maturity and social competence held by
practicing clinical psychologists
were sexually stereotypic and (b)
whether the ideal in terms of health,
maturity and social competence was
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*^onsidered to be masculine rather than
feminine by these psychologists.

is important to emphasize that the
Concept of mental health is but one

I ^op(5)in the sex roles bucket. So-
, cial perceptions of appropriate male
I ^nd female characteristics are not
/ peculiar to clinical psychologists or
r to any other particular group of. per-
( Sons defined by class, educational
(  ®vel, age, sex, religion or marital

status. The traditional male/female
classification is highly pervasive
^nd cuts across all these cate
gories. (6) These perceptions of
appropriate female and male character
istics also appear to have remained
constant over time; the popular view
that present-day society has relaxed
the rigid differentiation between
male-valued and female-valued features
is controverted by research. (7) Not
even among college students, where we
would perhaps expect it most, have
the conventional characterizations of
male and female been rejected. (8)
Thus the mental health study must not
be interpreted as an isolated datum;
it exhibits and typifies the over-all
pattern of sex role stereotyping in
our society.

The authors of the mental health study
describe its structure as follows:

A sex-role stereotype question
naire consisting of 122 bipolar
items [e.g., "very aggressive,"
"not at all aggressive," "very

qentle," "very rough"] was given^ractlvely functioning f
with one of three
tions: To describe a healthy,
mature, socially competent
(a) adult, sex unspecified, (b)
man, or (c) a woman.(9)

Of these 122 items, 38 were
used by the lay public in a sex
stereotypic way, i.e., P
attributed one pole of the to
teristics to females and the o
males. The authors which
point via a separate study ( . ̂  to
a similar questionnaire was
college students who were as e
identify male and there
list. The authors report tn
was 70 per cent or better the
among the students as to whe^^^^
sexually stereotypic descr p , (H)
appropriate for males or ema

14-c: issued from
The following two of the
this study: (a) ^ii"competent
healthy, mature, /the male and
man and woman parallel as
female stereotypes, tion
seen by laypeople; (b) The ®
of the healthy, mature, soci .
competent adult was both ,
to the description of the Wealthy,
mature, socially <^ompetent rnan
the same time very dissimilar
of the healthy, mature, social y
petent woman. The authors conclude
that the characteristics associated
with the male stereotype have greater
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social value in that they approach

much closer to the psychologists'
version of the socially competent

adult than do the characteristics

associated with the female stereotype.
This conclusion will be referred to as
"the strong thesis" hereafter. An im

portant assumption in the strong thesis
is that the description of the healthy,
mature, socially competent adult (no
sex specified) which emerged indicated
an assessment of ideals in health,
maturity and social competence, for
all people, regardless of sex. The
implications of this strong thesis for
the plight of women are devastating.
If this strong thesis were correct, a
socially competent woman would be a
socially incompetent adult and, fur-
e^ore, her incompetence as an adult

wou vary directlv with her competence
as aw™. The force of the dilemma

^  well-being is precluded ineither case; it is impossible for her
to avoid both the dumb broad and the
evil witch syndrome.

^his strong thesis were true it
would not be possible for a mature
adult to be a mature woman. Notice
that on the strong thesis there is
no analogous dilemma for men. This
obviously follows from the extreme
similarity in the description of the
man and that of the adult.

It is possible, however, to attack
the assumption made by the strong
thesis--namely that the description
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of the healthy, mature, socially com

petent adult emerging from this study
is an ideal for both the male and

female sex. Such an objector might
argue that the similarity of the
socially competent male and the
socially competent adult in the eyes
of the psychologist is a function of
the term "adult" carrying with it the
masculine set(12)in the same way that
the terms "doctor," "mechanic,"

"principal," "coordinator," and "God"
all suggest the notion of a male. If
this were true, then the two profiles
(man and adult) would naturally b®
similar, since the psychologists
asked to draw the adult profile would,
in fact, be drawing that of the man.
It could then follow that psycholo
gists as well as the general public
operate with no general standard of
social competence without regard to
sex; rather they operate with two dis
tinct standards of social competence,
one for the adult man and one for the
adult woman. This claim will be re

ferred to as "the weak thesis" hereaf
ter.

On the weak thesis the notion of a

socially competent woman no longer
seems to be fraught with logical
difficulties. Women and men seem to
become equally likely candidates for
the socially competent adult, attain
able in both cases by acquiring the
respective set of suitable character

istics. I wish to urge that the
dilemma has not in fact disappeared,



that it has merely "submerged" to en
trap women at another level.

One implication of strictly dichotomiz
ing between socially competent men and

Women is that sex role stereotyping
- can now be defended as a means to

\ producing a maximum of socially com-
I patent adults. Universities, profes
sional schools and trades would be

' justified in refusing admission to
^ females on the grounds that such
skills are not in keeping with the
description of the socially competent
woman sanctioned by both professional

^psychologists and laypeople, namely,
I  "not at all aggressive,"(13) "not at
all independent," "very emotional,"
"very subjective," dislikes math and
science very much," "very excitable
in a minor crisis,""not at all com-

\ petitive," "very illogical," "almost
i  never acts as a leader," "not at all

cunbitious," to mention only a few
"feminine" character traits. The

(  socially competent woman is one who
obeys her husband but decidedly re
frains from strangling grizzly bears.

Nor would the socially competent woman

be capable of self-determination in
;  Christine Garside's sense of one who
"actively affirm (s) a life goal for
oneself and . . . actively engage(s)

I  in achieving that goal." (14) Since
I  people incapable of affirming and pur-
I suing their own goals could not oper
ate as moral agents in the ordinary
sense of the word, women would be

automatically precluded from the cate
gory of moral persons.

Such a restrictive notion of social
competence entails correspondingly
restrictive avenues to excellence or
women. I suggest that only three
types of role are consistent with
confining view of the socially com
petent woman, that these roles per
meate the lifestyles of mainstream
North American women and that eac
the roles is self—defeating ^
peculiar way. The three
wife, mother and what I calif
of a better term, bait.
healthy, mature, socially compe e
woman plays all three roles sirou
taneously. The mother role is pa
larly problematic in this respec
we shall see later.

Of the three available roles
role is the most clearly an^
ously self-defeating. A woman
plays the bait role competent ̂
sexually alluring, one to whom ^
are prone to make advances c i©
virtue of her appearance ^his
decorativeness. What stu

role is that the woman who plays
competently must not welcome,
actively solicit or reciprocate
these advances in any way. She
not want the very behaviour whic^
her role performance elicits from
males. The price of welcoming,
actively soliciting and reciprocating
is to earn the label "slut" or
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"whore," and we all know that sluts
and whores are not generally admitted
to the category of healthy, mature,
socially competent women.(15) Ex
pressed by Simone de Beauvoir, "If a

woman offers herself too boldly, the
man departs, for he is intent on

conquering. Woman, therefore, can
take only when she makes herself prey:
she must become a passive thing, a
promise of submission."(16) It is
interesting that the bait role, while
stultifying to females, is not neces
sarily gratifying to males either.
For this role is consistent, to quote
a vulgar expression, with the refusal
o  Die out any cream till the cow has
sen bought and paid for. In other
words, playing the bait role competent-
y may be a viable means of easing

one s way into the two other female
"^his is not to claim, however,

a  the bait role ends at the altar.
A nost of women»s magazines whose
authors advise readers on how to dress
and act seductively "even after twenty
years of marriage" quickly end any in
clination to believe that the bait
role IS only a means to the more sub
stantial roles of wife and mother.

The competent wife works towards
producing an environment most con
ducive to autonomy and freedom for her
husband. If his food is prepared, his
clothes laundered, his house cleaned

and his friends entertained for him, a
man can devote his time to determining
and actualizing his own goals. The
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attainment of these goals, however,

puts him in a position of power where
he may well oppress less powerful
people, particularly women who are

without power themselves precisely
because they have directed all of
their ovm energies towards supporting
their men. In other words, in mother
ing, nurturing, educating(17) and sup
porting their men, women make it pos
sible for these same men to attain

enviable career positions from which
they can actively and effectively dis
criminate against women.

It is important to notice that the com
petent wife role does not of necessity
lead to oppression on an individual
level. That is, there may be women
who play the role well and are fairly
recompensed for this by their hus
bands. Notice, though, that such com
pensation is largely not self-deter
mined; it depends more on the good
will of the person receiving the bene
fits of the wife's labours than it
does on the efforts of the wife her
self. Thus, the sacrifice of one's
own means to independence in support
of someone else at least leaves one

open to (and with few defences

against) the possibility of inadequate
returns for investment.

Supporting others in their quest for
autonomy and freedom of choice is not
a bad thing provided that such sup
port does not preclude one's own
autonomy and freedom of choice. If
the marriage relationship promoted a
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[ ^Utual support system, such support
^ouid in fact be a very good thing.

1 The problem is that the traditional
f  ̂̂ band-wife relationship actually
) discourages such reciprocity, leaving
[  "the wife ultimately vulnerable to in-
'  Justice. Margaret Atwood metaphori-

captured the nature of this vul-
1 ^Stability when she compared a woman
"to a cake(18)—the better each is the
°^ore quickly and thoroughly it will
be devoured.

the bait role may lead to the wife
role, the wife role may equally lead

the mother role. Unlike the bait
^nd wife roles, the mother role is
not, taken alone, self-defeating. No
one would dispute that the care and
energy which the nurturant parent de
votes to infants and young children is
necessary to the very survival of that
child, not to mention its physical,
mental and emotional development.

Given this, it is unreasonable to deny
the importance of the work done by
this parent. One does wonder, however,
v/hy its importance is not recognized by
our Social institutions. There are no

standard educational programs minis
tering to it, no monetary compensation
(short of family allowance, which is
not even minimum wage) associated with
it and no special recognition or
status available for those who achieve

excellence in it.(19) A serious dif
ficulty of the role springs from its
traditional conjunction with the wife

role* For the qualities required of a

socially competent mother tend to be
undermined by the wife role. How can
a woman be for her children a model of
a responsible, independent, moral human
being when she has traded in her auton
omy on a marriage license? One
argue, at least on these grounds, that
the mother role would be much more
viable for and in the interests of
women and children if it were segre
gated from the wife role.

A second but less serious difficulty
springs from its
bait role.(20) A woman's bait qua
fications tend to vary
the number of children she as , gg
My claim that this difficulty is less
serious is based on the - £ g-^ing
bait role is insidiously self _
and hence ought not to be
way. This will probably not dimini
the agony of a woman who has be
socialized to the belief that
part of her identity, worth ^nd a
tractiveness is tied to e
to appear provocative to men
sees that words,
her of that ability. .£,„-ret-
although it is not a serious ^heor
ical difficulty It may well a
serious consideration for very large
numbers of women.

A yet further difficulty with the
mother role, to quote Greta
Nemiroff, is that it "is a role
which atrophies when done best,"(21)
in the sense that the best mother is
the one who encourages and assists



her children to become independent
of her. The mother who does the

best job does herself out of a job
soonest. A related problem is that
a woman may, not untypically, find
her role as a mother completed when
she herself is 30 to 45 years old.
She now has anywhere from 15 to 30
years to invest in the marketplace
and a complete dearth of skill,
training or professional background
with which to compete in that mar
ketplace. So even though this par
ticular role may be defensible, its
termination is very likely to mark
a period of trauma in the life of a
woman in that it leaves her poorly
equipped to "get on with" other
things.

TO s^arize, if a woman can be
socially com-

niTi anda man xn only the male sense, then
prxce o social competence is

meaarf lo^ ""^ch moremeagre for a woman than for a man.
Consxstent with this restrictive
female sense of social competence are
only three routes, all of which are
problematic, the first beyond repair,
the sscond almost so, but ths third
offering som© hop© if it w©r© not r©—
quir©d to compl©m©nt th© first and
second.

In brief, then, sel©cting either the
strong or weak hypothesis discussed

abov© as a basis for how things ought
to b© only introduc©s a new level of
th© dilemma—on th© on© hand it is not

logically possible for a socially com—

patent woman to be a socially competent
adult; on the other hand, social com
petence is logically possible, but is
of an order which precludes moral

autonomy (22) for example. Both alterna
tives are destructive and oppressive
as far as woman are concerned.

Perhaps not unexpectedly, the options
for extrication from this dilemma may

themselves be dilemmatic. Radical

feminists on the one hand are saying
that women ought not to be confined
and smothered by the oppressive struc
ture of capitalist society and its in
stitutions of marriage and the nuclear
family.(23) Disciples of the"fas
cinating womanhood" (24) movement on the
other hand, advise us to relish our

oppression, to make a virtue of it.
One wonders if this dilemma is soluble.
Is there an escape between the horns, a
middle way between no nuclear family

all and nuclear families which are
b>uilt from the slavish servitude of
women? if there is a middle way/ we
had better set to work to make it
viable, self-respecting, and available
to our Inaloosiaks. We can ill afford

to enslave or to exile those who

have already done battle with the
grizzly bear.
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